Club creates cross-cultural connections

Those new connections through a day you can just keep going and maybe that will happen right there, and International Club treasurer. “So if you is that everybody yearns to talk to Nwazota said is to make connections hiker’s boots.”

Tried the British flag, ... and I’m wearing American, and for some reason I’m car

and explained their outfits and flags. this when students introduced themselves different countries.

"Citizens of the World." festival will support this year’s theme, human-rights forum and an international opening ceremony. Events such as a International Club, kicked off Monday sars this week is not just a coincidence.
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"Famous from many different depart-

"You have the challenge of pulling in different disciplines, and that’s something I think we can be proud of too."

"We have worked really fast this fall, and I think that people will still assemble as the Quad is just one part of the town square and the student life which put in Place by Rackley last year, could have a major role in this year’s events. The Quad should be a nice change of scenery from the usual residence hall set-

The club also will unveil its first-... at work in the future, he said. The class is meant to be... as the world. Students also can sample foods from around the world.

The course would focus on a topic he enjoyed the culture surrounding beer in America. health and exercise science department, a junior interdisciplinary course.

"The syllabus looks very creative, although I think sometimes it can be hard to see a different way of looking at the issue," he said. Potent Potables: A Reflection of..."